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FEMALE CONNECTING MEMBER, MALE CONNECTING MEMBER, AND MOBILE TERMINAL

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to the technical field of electronic equipment, in particular to a female

connecting member, a male connecting member, a connector, a mobile terminal, and an electronic equipment.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the rapid development of electronic products and the continuous improvement of people’s living

standards, the use of various mobile terminals such as smart phones is becoming more and more popular. At

present, the charging or data transmission interface of mobile terminals is mainly USB (universal serial bus) port at

the bottom, which has only a few contacts and single function.

SUMMARY

[0003] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a female connecting member. The female connecting

member includes a first end face, the first end face has a first groove, the first groove is defined by a first side face

and a first bottom face encompassed by the first side face, the first side face is provided with N*M contacts, the

contacts are arranged in N rows along a depth direction of the first groove, N is an integer greater than or equal to 2,

and each row includes M contacts distributed along a circumferential direction of the first side face, and M is an

integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0004] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a male connecting member. The male connecting

member includes a first bottom face, the first bottom face is provided with a first boss, and the first boss includes

first side face and a first top face encompassed by the first side face; the first side face is provided with N*M

contacts, the contacts are arranged in N rows along a height direction of the first boss, N is an integer greater than or

equal to 2, each row includes M contacts distributed along a circumferential direction of the first boss, and M is an

integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0005] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a mobile terminal. The mobile terminal includes a

back shell and the female connecting member described above or the male connecting member described above, and

the female connecting member or the male connecting member is provided in the back shell.

[0006] The above female connecting member and the male connecting member can be provided with more

contacts, so that when the female connecting member is engaged with the male connecting member, more contacts

can effectively improve the transmission efficiency of current or data, thereby meeting the requirements of rapid

charging or large-flow data transmission.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] In order to more clearly explain the technical solution in the embodiment of the present disclosure, the

following will briefly introduce the drawings needed in the description of the embodiment. Obviously, the

drawings in the following description are only some embodiments of the disclosure. For those of ordinary skill in

the art, other drawings can be obtained according to these drawings without creative efforts.

[0008] Fig. 1 is a schematic structural view of a mobile terminal and a charging device according to an

embodiment.

[0009] Fig. 2 is a schematic structural view of the back of the mobile terminal shown in Fig. 1.

[0010] Fig. 3 is a schematic view of the mobile terminal and the charging device shown in Fig. 1 in an engaged

state.

[001 1] Fig. 4 is a schematic structural view of a female connecting member in an embodiment.



[0012] Fig. 5 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the female connecting member shown in Fig. 4 .

[0013] Fig. 6 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a female connecting member of another embodiment.

[0014] Fig. 7 is a schematic structural view of a female connecting member in another embodiment.

[0015] Fig. 8 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the female connecting member shown in Fig. 7 .

[0016] Fig. 9 is an enlarged view of a circle A in Fig. 8.

[0017] Fig. 10 is a schematic structural view of a female connecting member in another embodiment.

[0018] Fig. 11 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a female connecting member in another embodiment.

[0019] Fig. 12 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a female connecting member in another embodiment.

[0020] Fig. 13 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a female connecting member in another embodiment.

[0021] Fig. 14 is a schematic structural view of a male connecting member in an embodiment.

[0022] Fig. 15 is a schematic structural view of a male connecting member in another embodiment.

[0023] Fig. 16 is a schematic structural view of a male connecting member in yet another embodiment.

[0024] Fig. 17 is a schematic structural view of a male connecting member in another embodiment.

[0025] Fig. 18 is a schematic top view of the mobile terminal and the charging device shown in Fig. 1 in an

engaged state.

[0026] Fig. 19 is a schematic sectional structural view taken along line I-I in Fig. 18.

[0027] Fig. 20 is an enlarged partial view of a circle B in Fig. 19.

[0028] Fig. 2 1 is a schematic structural view of a mobile terminal according to an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] In order to facilitate the understanding of the present disclosure, the present disclosure will be described

more fully below with reference to the relevant drawings. However, the present disclosure can be implemented in

many different forms and is not limited to the embodiments described herein. On the contrary, these embodiments

are provided for a more thorough and comprehensive understanding of the disclosure of the present disclosure.

[0030] In the present application, a terminal device used herein includes, but is not limited to, a device that is

configured to receive/transmit communication signals via one or more of the following connection manners: (i) a

wire line connection, such as via a public-switched telephone network (PSTN), digital subscriber line (DSL), digital

cable, a direct cable connection; (ii) a wireless interface, for example, a cellular network, a wireless local area

network (WLAN), a digital television network such as a DVB-H network, a satellite network, an AM-FM broadcast

transmitter.

[0031] A terminal device that is set to communicate over a wireless interface may be referred to as a mobile

terminal. Examples of the mobile terminal include, but are not limited to the following electric device: (i) a

satellite or cellular radiotelephone; (ii) a Personal Communications System (PCS) terminal that may combine a

cellular radiotelephone with data processing, facsimile and data communications capabilities; (iii) a PDA that can

include a radiotelephone, pager, Internet/intranet access, Web browser, organizer, calendar and/or a global

positioning system (GPS) receiver; (iv) a conventional laptop and/or palmtop receiver; (v) a conventional laptop

and/or palmtop radiotelephone transceiver.

[0032] The present disclosure relates to a female connecting member. The female connecting member includes

a first end face, the first end face has a first groove, the first groove is defined by a first side face and a first bottom

face encompassed by the first side face, the first side face is provided with N*M contacts, the contacts are arranged

in N rows along a depth direction of the first groove, N is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and each row

includes M contacts distributed along a circumferential direction of the first side face, and M is an integer greater



than or equal to 2 .

[0033] In an embodiment, the first groove is an annular groove.

[0034] In an embodiment, the N*M contacts are distributed in N rows and M columns in the first side face.

[0035] In an embodiment, when N is an integer greater than or equal to 3 and M is an integer greater than or

equal to 3, N contacts located in the same column are equally spaced and M contacts located in the same row are

equally spaced.

[0036] In an embodiment, X contacts of the M contacts located in the same row are arranged in parallel, and X is

an integer greater than 1 and less than or equal to M.

[0037] In an embodiment, a second groove is annularly disposed around the periphery of the first groove, and the

second groove is defined by a second side face, a second bottom face, and a third side face, wherein the second side

face and the third side face are facing towards each other and connected by the second bottom face, and the second

side face and the first side face are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face; the second side

face is provided with P*Q contacts, wherein P is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater

than or equal to 2 .

[0038] In an embodiment, a second groove is annularly disposed around the periphery of the first groove, and the

second groove is defined by a second side face, a second bottom face and a third side face, wherein the second side

face and the third side face are facing towards each other and connected by the second bottom face, and the second

side face and the first side face are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face; the third side

face is provided with E*F contacts, wherein E is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and F is an integer greater than

or equal to 2 .

[0039] In an embodiment, the second side face is provided with P*Q contacts, wherein P is an integer greater

than or equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0040] In an embodiment, a third groove is annularly disposed around the periphery of the second groove, and

the third groove is defined by a fourth side face, a third bottom face, and a fifth side face, wherein the fourth side

face and the fifth side face are facing towards each other and connected by the third bottom face, and the fourth side

face and the third side face are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face; the fourth side face

is provided with R*S contacts, wherein R is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and S is an integer greater than or

equal to 2 .

[0041] In an embodiment, the first groove, the second groove and the third groove are all circular ring-shaped

grooves, and the centers of the circular ring-shaped grooves are the same.

[0042] In an embodiment, a third groove is annularly disposed around the periphery of the second groove, and

the third groove is defined by a fourth side face, a third bottom face and a fifth side face, wherein the fourth side

face and the fifth side face are facing towards each other and connected by the third bottom face, and the fourth side

face and the third side face are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face; the fifth side face is

provided with J*K contacts, wherein J is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and K is an integer greater than or

equal to 2 .

[0043] In an embodiment, the fourth side face is provided with R*S contacts, wherein R is an integer greater than

or equal to 2, and S is an integer greater than or equal to 2.

[0044] In an embodiment, the first groove, the second groove and the third groove are all circular ring-shaped

grooves, and the centers of the circular ring-shaped grooves are the same.

[0045] In an embodiment, the female connecting member is provided with contact pieces corresponding to the



contacts in the female connecting member, and a spring is arranged between the contact in the female connecting

member and the corresponding contact piece; when a male connecting member is not engaged with the female

connecting member, the spring drives the contact in the female connecting member to leave the corresponding

contact piece, and when the male connecting member is engaged with the female connecting member, the male

connecting member drives the contacts in the female connecting member to press against the spring and contact with

the corresponding contact piece.

[0046] In an embodiment, the contact is provided with a stepped portion, and the spring elastically abuts between

the stepped portion and the contact piece.

[0047] In an embodiment, the depth direction of the first groove is perpendicular to the first end face, the first

side face extends inwards from the first end face, the first side face is perpendicular to the first end face, and the first

bottom face is perpendicular to the first side face.

[0048] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a male connecting member. The male connecting

member includes a first bottom face, the first bottom face is provided with a first boss, and the first boss includes

first side face and a first top face encompassed by the first side face; the first side face is provided with N*M

contacts, the contacts are arranged in N rows along a height direction of the first boss, N is an integer greater than or

equal to 2, each row includes M contacts distributed along a circumferential direction of the first boss, and M is an

integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0049] In an embodiment, the first boss is an annular boss.

[0050] In an embodiment, N*M contacts are distributed in N rows and M columns in the first side face.

[0051] In an embodiment, when N is an integer greater than or equal to 3 and M is an integer greater than or

equal to 3, N contacts located in the same column are equally spaced and M contacts located in the same row are

equally spaced.

[0052] In an embodiment, X contacts of the M contacts located in the same row are arranged in parallel, and X is

an integer greater than 1 and less than or equal to M.

[0053] In an embodiment, the first bottom face is provided with a second boss, the second boss is annularly

disposed around the periphery of the first boss, the second boss includes a second side face, a second top face, and a

third side face, wherein the second side face and the third side face are facing away from each other and connected

by the second top face, and the second side face and the first side face are facing towards each other and connected

by the first bottom face; the second side face is provided with P*Q contacts, wherein P is an integer greater than or

equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0054] In an embodiment, the first bottom face is provided with a second boss, the second boss is annularly

disposed around the periphery of the first boss, the second boss includes a second side face, a second top face and a

third side face, wherein the second side face and the third side face are facing away from each other and connected

by the second top face, and the second side face and the first side face are facing towards each other and connected

by the first bottom face; the third side face is provided with E*F contacts, wherein E is an integer greater than or

equal to 2, and F is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0055] In an embodiment, the second side face is provided with P*Q contacts, wherein P is an integer greater

than or equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0056] In an embodiment, the male connecting member includes a second bottom face, a third boss is disposed in

the second bottom face, the third boss is annularly disposed around the periphery of the second boss, the third boss

includes a fourth side face, a third top face and a fifth side face, wherein the fourth side face and the fifth side face



are facing away from each other and connected by the third top face, and the fourth side face and the third side face

are facing towards each other and connected by the second bottom face; the fourth side face is provided with R*S

contacts, wherein R is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and S is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0057] In an embodiment, the first boss, the second boss and the third boss are all circular ring-shaped bosses,

and the centers of the circular ring-shaped bosses are the same.

[0058] In an embodiment, the male connecting member includes a second bottom face, a third boss is disposed in

the second bottom face, the third boss is annularly disposed around the periphery of the second boss, the third boss

includes a fourth side face, a third top face and a fifth side face, wherein the fourth side face and the fifth side face

are facing away from each other and connected by the third top face, and the fourth side face and the third side face

are facing towards each other and connected by the second bottom face; the fifth side face is provided with J*K

contacts, wherein J is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and K is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0059] In an embodiment, the fourth side face is provided with R*S contacts, wherein R is an integer greater than

or equal to 2, and S is an integer greater than or equal to 2.

[0060] In an embodiment, the first boss, the second boss and the third boss are all circular ring-shaped bosses,

and the centers of the circular ring-shaped bosses are the same.

[0061] In an embodiment, the male connecting member is provided with contact pieces corresponding to the

contacts in the male connecting member, and a spring is provided between the contact in the male connecting

member and the corresponding contact piece; when the male connecting member is not engaged with a female

connecting member, the spring drives the contact in the male connecting member to leave the corresponding contact

piece, and when the male connecting member is engaged with a female connecting member, the female connecting

member drives the contact in the male connecting member to press against the spring and contact with the

corresponding contact piece.

[0062] In an embodiment, the contact is provided with a stepped portion, and the spring elastically abuts between

the stepped portion and the contact piece.

[0063] In an embodiment, the height direction of the first boss is perpendicular to the bottom face, the first side

face extends outwards from the first bottom face, the first side face is perpendicular to the first bottom face, and the

first top face is perpendicular to the first side face.

[0064] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a connector. The connector includes the female

connecting member described above and the male connecting member described above, and the male connecting

member is configured to be engaged with the female connecting member, wherein when the male connecting

member is engaged with the female connecting member, the first boss is embedded in the first groove, and the N*M

contacts located in the first side face of the first boss and the N*M contacts located in the first side face of the first

groove are in one-to-one correspondence and contact with each other.

[0065] In an embodiment, a second groove is annularly disposed around the periphery of the first groove, the

second groove is defined by a second side face, a second bottom face and a third side face, the second side face and

the third side face are facing towards each other and connected by the second bottom face, and the second side face

and the first side face are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face; the first bottom face is

provide with a second boss, and the second boss is annularly disposed around the periphery of the first boss, the

second boss include a second side face, a second top face and a third side face, wherein the second side face and the

third side face are facing away from each other and are connected by the second top face, and the second side face

and the first side face are facing towards each other and connected by the first bottom face; the second side face and



the second side face are both provided with P*Q contacts, and when the male connecting member is engaged with

the female connecting member, the P*Q contacts located in the second side face and the P*Q contacts located in the

second side face are in one-to-one correspondence and contact with each other, wherein P is an integer greater than

or equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater than or equal to 2.

[0066] In an embodiment, a second groove is annularly disposed around the periphery of the first groove, the

second groove is defined by a second side face, a second bottom face and a third side face, wherein the second side

face and the third side face are facing towards each other and connected by the second bottom face, and the second

side face and the first side face are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face; the first bottom

face is provide with a second boss, the second boss is annularly disposed around the periphery of the first boss, the

second boss include a second side face, a second top face and a third side face, wherein the second side face and the

third side face are facing away from each other and connected by the second top face, and the second side face and

the first side face are facing towards each other and connected by the first bottom face; the third side face and the

third side face are both provided with E*F contacts, and when the male connecting member is engaged with the

female connecting member, the E*F contacts located in the third side face and the E*F contacts located in the third

side face are in one-to-one correspondence and contact with each other, wherein E is an integer greater than or equal

to 2, and F is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0067] In an embodiment, the second side face and the second side face are both provided with P*Q contacts,

and when the male connecting member is engaged with the female connecting member, the P*Q contacts located in

the second side face and the P*Q contacts located in the second side face are in one-to-one correspondence and

contact with each other, wherein P is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater than or equal to

2 .

[0068] In an embodiment, a third groove is annularly disposed around the periphery of the second groove, and

the third groove is defined by a fourth side face, a third bottom face and a fifth side face, wherein the fourth side

face and the fifth side face are facing towards each other and connected by the third bottom face, and the fourth side

face and the third side face are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face; the male connecting

member is provided with a second bottom face, a third boss is disposed in the second bottom face, the third boss is

annularly disposed around the periphery of the second boss, and the third boss includes a fourth side face, a third top

face and a fifth side face, wherein the fourth side face and the fifth side face are facing away from each other and

connected by the third top face, and the fourth side face and the third side face are facing towards each other and

connected by the second bottom face; the fourth side face and the fourth side face are both provided with R*S

contacts, and when the male connecting member is engaged with the female connecting member, the R*S contacts

located in the fourth side face and the R*S contacts located in the fourth side face are in one-to-one correspondence

and contact with each other, wherein R is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and S is an integer greater than or

equal to 2 .

[0069] In an embodiment, a third groove is annularly disposed around the periphery of the second groove, and

the third groove is defined by a fourth side face, a third bottom face and a fifth side face, wherein the fourth side

face and the fifth side face are facing towards each other and connected by the third bottom face, and the fourth side

face and the third side face are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face; the male connecting

member is provided with a second bottom face, a third boss is disposed in the second bottom face, the third boss is

annularly disposed around the periphery of the second boss, and the third boss includes a fourth side face, a third top

face and a fifth side face, wherein the fourth side face and the fifth side face are facing away from each other and



connected by the third top face, and the fourth side face and the third side face are facing towards each other and

connected by the second bottom face; the fifth side face and the fifth side face are both provided with J*K contacts,

and when the male connecting member is engaged with the female connecting member, the J*K contacts located in

the fifth side face and the J*K contacts located in the fifth side face are in one-to-one correspondence and contact

with each other, wherein J is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and K is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0070] In an embodiment, the fourth side face and the fourth side face are both provided with R*S contacts, and

when the male connecting member is engaged with the female connecting member, the R*S contacts located in the

fourth side face and the R*S contacts located in the fourth side face are in one-to-one correspondence and contact

with each other, wherein R is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and S is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

[0071] In an embodiment, the first groove, the second groove and the third groove are all circular ring-shaped

grooves, and the centers of the circular ring-shaped grooves are the same; the first boss, the second boss and the

third boss are all circular ring-shaped bosses, and the centers of the circular ring-shaped bosses are the same.

[0072] In an embodiment, the female connecting member is provided with contact pieces corresponding to the

contacts in the female connecting member, and a spring is arranged between the contact in the female connecting

member and the corresponding contact piece; when the male connecting member is not engaged with the female

connecting member, the spring drives the contact in the female connecting member to leave the corresponding

contact piece, and when the male connecting member is engaged with the female connecting member, the male

connecting member drives the contact in the female connecting member to press against the spring and contact with

the corresponding contact piece.

[0073] In an embodiment, the male connecting member is provided with contact pieces corresponding to the

contacts in the male connecting member, and a spring is arranged between the contact in the male connecting

member and the corresponding contact piece; when the male connecting member is not engaged with the female

connecting member, the spring drives the contact in the male connecting member to leave the corresponding contact

piece, and when the male connecting member is engaged with the female connecting member, the female connecting

member drives the contact in the male connecting member to press against the spring and contact with the

corresponding contact piece.

[0074] In an embodiment, the female connecting member is provided with contact pieces corresponding to the

contacts in the female connecting member, and a spring is arranged between the contact in the female connecting

member and the corresponding contact piece; when the male connecting member is not engaged with the female

connecting member, the spring drives the contact in the female connecting member to leave the corresponding

contact piece, and when the male connecting member is engaged with the female connecting member, the male

connecting member drives the contact in the female connecting member to press against the spring and contact with

the corresponding contact piece.

[0075] In an embodiment, the connector includes any one of the following solutions: the female connecting

member is provided with a limiting projection, and the male connecting member is provided with a limiting slot that

is configured to be engaged with the limiting projection; the female connecting member is provided with a limiting

slot; the male connecting member is provided with a limiting projection that is configured to be engaged with the

limiting slot.

[0076] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a data line. The data line includes the female

connecting member described above or the male connecting member described above.

[0077] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides an adapter. The adapter includes the female



connecting member described above or the male connecting member described above.

[0078] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a portable power source. The portable power source

includes the female connecting member described above or the male connecting member described above.

[0079] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a mobile terminal. The mobile terminal includes a

back shell and the female connecting member described above or the male connecting member described above, and

the female connecting member or the male connecting member is provided in the back shell.

[0080] In an embodiment, the back shell includes a flat plate portion facing away from a display screen of the

mobile terminal, and the female connecting member or the male connecting member is disposed in the flat plate

portion.

[0081] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a mobile terminal. The mobile terminal includes a

host terminal and a display terminal, wherein the host terminal includes a processor, a first battery and a mainboard,

and the processor and the first battery are both connected with the mainboard; the display terminal includes a display

screen and a second battery, wherein the display screen is connected with the second battery; the display terminal is

configured to be detachably mounted in the host terminal, the host terminal includes a connecting portion, the

display terminal includes an engaging portion which is configured to be engaged with the connecting portion, and

when the display terminal is mounted in the host terminal, the connecting portion is engaged with the engaging

portion to transmit data or current between the host and the display screen.

[0082] In an embodiment, the host terminal includes a first wireless communication unit and the display terminal

includes a second wireless communication unit, and the host terminal and the display terminal are configured to be

communicatively connected by the first wireless communication unit and the second wireless communication unit in

a state where the display terminal is detached from the host terminal.

[0083] In an embodiment, the first wireless communication unit and the second wireless communication unit are

both Bluetooth units, or alternatively the first wireless communication unit and the second wireless communication

unit are both WIFI units.

[0084] In an embodiment, one of the connecting portion and the engaging portion is the female connecting

member described above, and the other is the male connecting member described above.

[0085] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides an electronic equipment. The electronic equipment

includes a first electronic device and a second electronic device, one of the first electronic device and the second

electronic device is provided with the female connecting member described above; the other of the first electronic

device and the second electronic device is provided with the male connecting member described above which is

configured to be engaged with the female connecting member to transmit data or current between the first electronic

device and the second electronic device.

[0086] The present disclosure provides an electronic equipment, which includes a first electronic device and a

second electronic device, wherein the first electronic device and the second electronic device can be connected

through a connector to realize data or current transmission between the first electronic device and the second

electronic device. The connector includes a female connecting member 10 and a male connecting member 20 that

can be engaged with the female connecting member 10, so that one of the female connecting member 10 and the

male connecting member 20 is disposed in the first electronic device, and the other of the female connecting

member 10 and the male connecting member 20 is disposed in the second electronic device. For example, the

female connecting member 10 is disposed in the first electronic device, and the male connecting member 20 is

disposed in the second electronic device, so that the first electronic device and the second electronic device can be



connected together through the engagement of the male connecting member 20 and the female connecting member

10 to realize data or current transmission.

[0087] Referring to Figs. 1 to 3, the first electronic device may be an electronic device such as a mobile terminal

100, and the second electronic device may be a charging device 200 for charging the first electronic device. The

charging device 200 may be a device capable of storing energy itself, such as a portable power source, or a device

for charging the first electronic device engaged with it from an external power supply, such as an adapter.

[0088] When it is necessary to charge the mobile terminal 100, one of the female connecting member 10 and the

male connecting member 20 is disposed in the charging device 200 such as a charging adapter, and the other of the

female connecting member 10 and the male connecting member 20 is disposed in the mobile terminal 100, so that

the connection between the mobile terminal 100 and the charging device 200 is realized by engaging the male

connecting member 20 with the female connecting member 10 so as to charge the mobile terminal 100.

[0089] The mobile terminal 100 includes a back shell 100a and a display screen 100b, and the female connecting

member 10 or the male connecting member 20 is disposed in the back shell 100a. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the

back shell 100a of the mobile terminal 100 is provided with the female connecting member 10, and correspondingly,

the charging device 200 is provided with the male connecting member 20 that can be engaged with the female

connecting member 10. When the charging device 200 is required to charge the mobile terminal 100 from an

external power supply, the charging device 200 also at least has an electrical input terminal connected to the male

connecting member 20. The electrical input terminal can be connected to the power supply via an electrical

connection line 200a such as a conductive line, a data line, etc.

[0090] In an embodiment, the back shell 100a has a flat plate portion 100c facing away from the display screen

100b of the mobile terminal 100, and the flat plate portion 100c is provided with the female connecting member 10

or the male connecting member 20. Therefore, because there is a large flat area in the flat plate portion 100c to

dispose the female connecting member 10 or the male connecting member 20, the arrangement space for the

contacts can be increased.

[0091] The connector is not limited to the above-mentioned connection between the mobile terminal 100 and the

charging device 200, and any connection that realizes functions such as current or data transmission can be realized

by using the connector. For example, the male connecting member 20 or the female connecting member 10 of the

connector can be used as a connection terminal of a data line, enabling the data line to be connected with an adapter

or a mobile terminal. It is also possible to dispose the male connecting member 20 and the female connecting

member 10 at two ends of a data line respectively, which will not be described in detail here.

[0092] Referring to Figs. 4 and 5, in an embodiment, the female connecting member 10 has a first end face 10a,

the first end face 10a has a first groove 11, and the first groove 11 includes a first side face 11a and a first bottom

face 1lb encompassed by the first side face 11a. The first end face 10a may be a larger face as shown in Fig. 4 or a

narrower face as shown in Fig. 6. In other words, in Fig. 6, the first groove 11 has a thinner wall thickness. For

example, when a sheet is wound to form the first groove 11, the thickness of the sheet is the wall thickness of the

first groove 11, that is, the width of the first end face 10a, which can be 0.5 mm. The first groove 11 may also be

formed by laser engraving process, and is not limited here. The first side face 11a is provided with a plurality of

contacts 101, for example, N*M contacts 101, where N and M are both integers greater than or equal to 2 . The

contacts 101 are distributed in N rows along the depth direction of the first groove 11 (refer to the direction

indicated by arrow D in Figs. 5 and 6). In the female connecting member 10 shown in Figs. 4 to 6, the first side

face 11a is provided with two rows of contacts 101 in the depth direction of the first groove 11. Each row includes



M contacts 101 distributed along the circumferential direction of the first side face 11a. In this way, more contacts

101 can be provided in the first side face 11a, thereby satisfying functional requirements such as fast charging or

large-amount data transmission.

[0093] In an embodiment, X contacts of the M contacts 101 located in the same row are arranged in parallel,

where X is an integer greater than 1 and less than or equal to M. Therefore, as long as not all of these contacts 101

arranged in parallel fail, even if some of the contacts 101 fail, other contacts 101 arranged in parallel can be

substituted, thus the realization of their corresponding functions will not be affected.

[0094] In an embodiment, the contacts 101 are distributed in N rows and M columns in the form of a dot matrix

in the first side face 11a, and by this arrangement, the positions of the contacts 101 in the first side face 11a can be

relatively coordinated and regular, which is convenient to set.

[0095] In addition, when N is an integer greater than or equal to 3 and M is an integer greater than or equal to 3,

N contacts 101 located in the same column are equally spaced and M contacts 101 located in the same row are

equally spaced. In this way, the contacts 101 are uniformly distributed in the first side face 11a, making full use of

the arrangement space of the first side face 11a. Moreover, this uniform arrangement facilitates the arrangement of

the contacts 101 at corresponding positions, realizes the transmission of current or data, and avoids the contacts 101

from being irregularly distributed in the first side face 11a of the first groove 11 and thus easily causing the contacts

101 to be connected with wrong circuits and failing to realize corresponding functions.

[0096] The first groove 11 may be an annular groove so as to have side faces at both sides of the first bottom face

lib in order to provide more contacts 101. The cross-sectional shape of the annular groove may be circular,

triangular, quadrangular, hexagonal, etc., which are not limited here.

[0097] As shown in Fig. 7, a second groove 12 is annularly disposed around the periphery of the first groove 11.

The second groove 12 includes a second side face 12a, a second bottom face 12c and a third side face 12b, wherein

the second side face 12a and the third side face 12b are facing towards each other and connected by the second

bottom face 12c, and the second side face 12a and the first side face 11a are facing away from each other and

connected by the first end face 10a. The second side face 12a is provided with P*Q contacts 101, wherein P is an

integer greater than or equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater than or equal to 2 . Thus, more contacts 101 can be

provided using the second side face 12a of the second groove 12.

[0098] In other embodiments, as shown in Figs. 7 and 12, a second groove 12 is annularly disposed around the

periphery of the first groove 11. The second groove 12 includes a second side face 12a, a second bottom face 12c

and a third side face 12b, wherein the second side face 12a and the third side face 12b are facing towards each other

and connected by the second bottom face 12c, and the second side face 12a and the first side face 11a are facing

away from each other and connected by the first end face 10a. The third side face 12b is provided with E*F

contacts 101, wherein E is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and F is an integer greater than or equal to 2.

[0099] In some embodiments, as shown in Figs. 11 and 13, both the second side face 12a and the third side face

12b are provided with the contacts 101. For example, the second side face 12a is provided with P*Q contacts 101,

wherein P is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater than or equal to 2 . The third side face

12b is provided with E*F contacts 101, wherein E is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and F is an integer greater

than or equal to 2 . The number of contacts 101 in the second side face 12a and the third side face 12b may be

equal or unequal.

[00100] In an embodiment, the numbers of contacts 101 in the first side face 11a, the second side face 12a and the

third side face 12b are the same. The contacts 101 in the first side face 11a, the second side face 12a and the third



side face 12b can be uniformly distributed in rows and columns in the same distribution manner. Reference can be

made to the distribution manner of N*M contacts 101 in the first side face 11a, which is not repeated here.

[00101] Of course, the contacts 101 in the second side face 12a and the third side face 12b can also be arranged in

parallel respectively, so as to realize functions such as data or current transmission by using a plurality of contacts

101. Therefore, when the contacts are arranged in parallel, even if some of the contacts 101 fail, the connection

effect of the female connecting member 10 will not be affected and corresponding functions can still be realized.

[00102] The number of grooves can be set according to actual needs to provide more arrangement space to arrange

the contacts 101 and realize functions such as current transmission or data transmission. For example, as shown in

Fig. 10, the second groove 12 is annularly disposed around the periphery of the first groove 11, and a third groove

13 is annularly disposed around the periphery of the second groove 12. Therefore, more contacts 101 can be

arranged by using the third groove 13, and different connecting functions can be distinguished by using different

grooves. For example, the contacts 101 arranged in the second groove 12 are used for transmitting current, and the

contacts 101 arranged in the third groove 13 are used for transmitting data, so that when some of functional

connections fail, the position of the abnormal contact 101 can be quickly located for maintenance.

[00103] Referring to Figs. 11 to 13, the third groove 13 includes a fourth side face 13a, a third bottom face 13c,

and a fifth side face 13b, wherein the fourth side face 13a and the fifth side face 13b are facing towards each other

and connected by the third bottom face 13c, and the fourth side face 13a and the third side face 12b are facing away

from each other and connected by the first end face 10a.

[00104] In an embodiment, the fourth side face 13a is provided with R*S contacts 101, wherein R is an integer

greater than or equal to 2, and S is an integer greater than or equal to 2 . Thus, more contacts 101 can be provided

using the fourth side face 13a of the third groove 13. In another embodiment, the fifth side face 13b is provided

with J*K contacts 101, wherein J is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and K is an integer greater than or equal to

2 .

[00105] In some embodiments, both the fourth side face 13a and the fifth side face 13b are provided with the

contacts 101. The fourth side face 13a is provided with R*S contacts 101, wherein R is an integer greater than or

equal to 2, and S is an integer greater than or equal to 2 . The fifth side face 13b is provided with J*K contacts 101,

where J is an integer greater than or equal to 2 and K is an integer greater than or equal to 2 . The number of

contacts 101 in the fourth side face 13a and the fifth side face 13b may be equal or unequal.

[00106] In an embodiment, the contacts 101 in the fourth side face 13a and the fifth side face 13b can be arranged

in the same manner as the contacts 101 in the first side face 11a, and are uniformly distributed in rows and columns.

Reference can be made to the distribution manner of the N*M contacts 101 in the first side face 11a, which will not

be repeated here.

[00107] Of course, the contacts 101 in the fourth side face 13a and the fifth side face 13b can also be arranged in

parallel respectively, so as to realize functions such as data or current transmission by using a plurality of contacts

101. In this parallel arrangement, even if some of the contacts 101 fail, the connection effect of the female

connecting member 10 will not be affected and corresponding functions can still be realized.

[00108] In an embodiment, the first groove 11, the second groove 12 and the third groove 13 are all circular

ring-shaped grooves, and the centers of the circular ring-shaped grooves are the same, so that when the female

connecting member 10 is engaged with the male connecting member 20, the operation can be convenient and fast

using the circular ring-shaped grooves.

[00109] Referring to Figs. 8 and 9, in an embodiment, the female connecting member 10 is provided with contact



pieces 105 corresponding to the contacts 101, and the contact piece 105 may be a metal sheet with good electrical

conductivity. A spring 104 is provided between the contact 101 and the corresponding contact piece 105. When

the male connecting member 20 is not engaged with the female connecting member 10, the spring 104 can drive the

contact 101 away from the corresponding contact piece 105. That is to say, when the female connecting member

10 is not in use, the contact 101 in the female connecting member 10 and the corresponding contact piece 105 are

electrically disconnected, that is, current or data cannot be transmitted, in other words, the contact 101 at this time is

not charged, so it is not easy to cause problems such as electric shock or short circuit due to erroneous contact.

When the male connecting member 20 is engaged with the female connecting member 10, the male connecting

member 20 can drive the contact 101 to press against the spring 104 and contact the corresponding contact piece 105.

That is, only when the male connecting member 20 is engaged with the female connecting member 10 will the

contact 101 contact the corresponding contact piece 105, thus enabling data or current to be transmitted between the

male connecting member 20 and the female connecting member 10.

[00110] In an embodiment, as shown in Fig. 9, the contact 101 is provided with a stepped portion 101a, and the

spring 104 elastically abuts between the stepped portion 101a and the contact piece 105. The provision of the

stepped portion 101a, on the one hand, facilitates the abutment against the spring 104, and on the other hand,

reduces the occupied space of the contact 101 so as to reserve a corresponding space for setting the spring 104.

The spring 104 may be an insulating spring, so as to avoid erroneous contact with the contact 101 causing

conductive abnormality.

[001 11] As shown in Fig. 14, in an embodiment, the male connecting member 20 has a first bottom face 20a, and

the first bottom face 20a is provided with a first boss 21. The first boss 2 1 includes a first side faces 21a and a first

top faces 21b encompassed by the first side face 21a. The first side face 21a is provided with a plurality of

contacts 201, e.g., N*M contacts 201, where N and M are both integers greater than or equal to 2 . The contacts

201 are arranged in N rows along the height direction of the first boss 2 1 (referring to the direction indicated by

arrow F in Fig. 17). In the male connecting member 20 shown in Fig. 14, the first side face 21a is provided with

two rows of contacts 201 in the height direction of the first boss 21. Each row includes M contacts 201 distributed

along the circumferential direction of the first side face 21a. In this way, more contacts 201 can be provided in the

first side face 21a, thereby satisfying functional requirements such as fast charging or large amount data

transmission.

[001 12] The contacts 201 in the first side face 21a may be arranged in parallel or in series, for example, X contacts

of the M contacts 201 located in the same row are arranged in parallel, where X is an integer greater than 1 and less

than or equal to M. Therefore, as long as not all of these contacts 201 arranged in parallel fail, even if some of the

contacts 201 fail, other contacts 201 arranged in parallel can be substituted, thus the realization of their

corresponding functions will not be affected.

[00113] In an embodiment, the contacts 201 are distributed in N rows and M columns in the form of a dot matrix

in the first side face 21a. By this arrangement, the positions of the contacts 201 in the first side face 21a can be

relatively coordinated and regular, which is convenient to set.

[001 14] In addition, when N is an integer greater than or equal to 3 and M is an integer greater than or equal to 3,

the contacts 201 in the first side face 21a may be arranged in such a distribution manner that N contacts 201 located

in the same column are equally spaced and M contacts 201 located in the same row are equally spaced. In this way,

the contacts 201 are uniformly distributed in the first side face 21a, and the arrangement space of the first side face

21a is fully utilized. Moreover, this uniform arrangement facilitates the contacts 201 to be arranged at



corresponding positions to realize the transmission of current or data, and avoids the contacts 201 being irregularly

distributed in the first side face 21a of the first boss 2 1 and thus easily causing the contacts 201 to be connected with

wrong circuits and failing to realize corresponding functions.

[001 15] The first boss 2 1 may be an annular boss so as to have side faces located at both sides of the first top face

21b so as to provide more contacts 201. The cross-sectional shape of the annular boss may be circular, triangular,

quadrangular, hexagonal, etc., which are not limited here.

[001 16] Referring to Figs. 4 and 14, when the male connecting member 20 and the female connecting member 10

are engaged with each other in a use state, the first boss 2 1 can be embedded in the first groove 11, and the contacts

201 in the first side face 21a of the first boss 2 1 and the contacts 201 in the first side face 11a of the first groove

llcan be in one-to-one correspondence and contact with each other, thereby conducting corresponding functional

circuits and realizing functions such as data transmission or current transmission.

[00117] The male connecting member 20 is not limited to the structural form exemplified in the above

embodiment. For example, as shown in Figs. 15 and 17, in an embodiment, a second boss 22 is annularly disposed

around the periphery of the first boss 21. The second boss 22 includes a second side face 22a, a second top face

22c and a third side face 22b. Wherein the second side face 22a and the third side face 22b are facing away from

each other and connected by the second top face 22c, and the second side face 22a and the first side face 21a are

facing towards each other and connected by the first bottom face 20a. Therefore, the second side face 22a and the

third side face 22b can be provided with the contacts 201 to meet the needs of large-flow data transmission and

improve the transmission efficiency.

[00118] In an embodiment, only the second side face 22a is provided with the contacts 201. For example, the

second side face 22a is provided with P*Q contacts 201, wherein P is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and Q is

an integer greater than or equal to 2 . It is also possible to provide the contacts 201 only in the third side face 22b.

For example, the third side face 22b is provided with E*F contacts 201, wherein E is an integer greater than or equal

to 2, and F is an integer greater than or equal to 2 . It is also possible to provide the contacts 201 in both the second

side face 22a and the third side face 22b. For example, the second side face 22a is provided with P*Q contacts 201,

wherein P is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater than or equal to 2; the third side face

22b is provided with E*F contacts 201, wherein E is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and F is an integer greater

than or equal to 2 . The number of contacts 201 in the second side face 22a and the third side face 22b may be

equal, i.e., P*Q is equal to E*F. The second side face 22a and the third side face 22b may be provided with

different numbers of contacts 201 according to actual needs, which will not be described in detail here.

[001 19] In an embodiment, the numbers of contacts 201 in the first side face 21a, the second side face 22a, and the

third side face 22b are the same. The contacts 201 in the first side face 21a, the second side face 22a, and the third

side face 22b can be uniformly distributed in rows and columns in the same distribution manner. Reference can be

made to the distribution manner of N*M contacts 201 in the first side face 21a, which will not be repeated here.

[00120] The contacts 201 in the second side face 22a and the third side face 22b can also be arranged in parallel,

respectively, so as to realize functions such as data or current transmission by using a plurality of contacts 201.

Meanwhile, when the contacts 201 are arranged in parallel, even if some of the contacts 201 fail, the connection

effect of the male connecting member 20 will not be affected, and corresponding functions will be realized.

[00121] The number of bosses can be set according to actual needs so as to provide more arrangement space to set

the contacts 201 and realize functions such as current transmission or data transmission. For example, as shown in

Fig. 16, a second boss 22 is annularly disposed around the periphery of the first boss 21, and a third boss 23 is



annularly disposed around the periphery of the second boss 22. Therefore, more contacts 201 can be provided by

using the third boss 23, and different connecting functions can be distinguished by using different bosses. For

example, the contacts 201 provided in the second boss 22 are used for transmitting current, and the contacts 201

provided in the third boss 23 are used for transmitting data, so that when some functional connections fail, the

position of the abnormal contact 201 can be quickly located for maintenance.

[00122] As shown in Figs. 16 and 17, the male connecting member 20 has a second bottom face 20b. It should

be understood that the second bottom face 20b may be in the same plane as the first bottom face 20a, or the second

bottom face 20b and the first bottom face 20a may be in different planes respectively. As shown in Fig. 17, in the

height direction of the first boss 21, the second bottom face 20b and the first bottom face 20a are in different planes.

In detail, the second bottom face 20b is higher than the first bottom face 20a, which is not limited here. Referring

to Figs. 16 and 17, the third boss 23 includes a fourth side face 23a, a third top face 23c, and a fifth side face 23b.

Wherein the fourth side face 23a and the fifth side face 23b are facing away from each other and connected by the

third top face 23c. The fourth side face 23a and the third side face 22b are facing towards each other and

connected by the second bottom face 20b. Therefore, the fourth side face 23a and the fifth side face 23b can be

provided with the contacts 201 to meet the needs of large-flow data transmission and improve the transmission

efficiency.

[00123] In an embodiment, only the fourth side face 23a is provided with the contacts 201. For example, the

fourth side face 23a is provided with R*S contacts 201, wherein R is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and S is

an integer greater than or equal to 2. Thus, more contacts 201 can be provided using the fourth side face 23a of the

third boss 23. In another embodiment, only the fifth side face 23b is provided with the contacts 201, and the fifth

side face 23b is provided with J*K contacts 201, where J is an integer greater than or equal to 2 and K is an integer

greater than or equal to 2 .

[00124] In some embodiments, both the fourth side face 23a and the fifth side face 23b are provided with contacts

201. The fourth side face 23a is provided with R*S contacts 201, wherein R is an integer greater than or equal to 2,

and S is an integer greater than or equal to 2 . The fifth side face 23b is provided with J*K contacts 201, wherein J

is an integer greater than or equal to 2 and K is an integer greater than or equal to 2 . The number of contacts 201 in

the fourth side face 23a and the fifth side face 23b may be equal, i.e., R*S is equal to J*K. The fourth side face 23a

and the fifth side face 23b may be provided with different numbers of contacts 201 according to needs, which will

not be described in detail here.

[00125] In an embodiment, the contacts 201 in the fourth side face 23a and the fifth side face 23b may be arranged

in the same manner as the contacts 201 in the first side face 21a, and uniformly distributed in rows and columns.

Reference can be made to the distribution manner of the N*M contacts 201 in the first side face 21a, which will not

be repeated here.

[00126] Of course, the contacts 201 in the fourth side face 23a and the fifth side face 23b can also be arranged in

parallel, respectively, so as to realize functions such as data or current transmission by using a plurality of contacts

201. In this way, even if some of the contacts 201 fail, the connection effect of the male connecting member 20

will not be affected and corresponding functions can still be realized.

[00127] In an embodiment, the first boss 21, the second boss 22, and the third boss 23 are all circular ring-shaped

boss, and the centers of the circular ring-shaped bosses are the same, so that the operation is fast and convenient by

using circular ring-shaped bosses when the male connecting member 20 is engaged with the female connecting

member 10. In another embodiment, as shown in Fig. 16, the first boss 2 1 is a truncated cone-shaped boss, and the



second boss 22 and the third boss 23 annularly disposed around the periphery of the first boss 2 1 are circular

ring-shaped bosses.

[00128] Referring to Fig. 20, the male connecting member 20 is provided with contact pieces 205 corresponding

to the contacts 201 in the male connecting member 20. The contact piece 205 may be a metal sheet with good

electrical conductivity. A spring 204 is provided between the contact 201 in the male connecting member 20 and

the corresponding contact piece 205. When the male connecting member 20 is not engaged with the female

connecting member 10, the spring 204 can drive the contact 201 in the male connecting member 20 away from the

corresponding contact piece 205, that is, when the male connecting member 20 is not in use, the contacts 201 in the

male connecting member 20 and the corresponding contact piece 205 are electrically disconnected, that is, current or

data cannot be transmitted, in other words, the contact 201 at this time is not charged, so problems such as electric

shock or short circuit are not easily caused due to erroneous contact. When the male connecting member 20 is

engaged with the female connecting member 10, the female connecting member 10 can drive the contact 201 in the

male connecting member 20 to press against the spring 204 and contact with the corresponding contact piece 205.

That is to say, only when the male connecting member 20 is engaged with the female connecting member 10 will the

contact 201 of the male connecting member 20 contact the corresponding contact piece 205, thus enabling data or

current to be transmitted between the male connecting member 20 and the female connecting member 10.

[00129] In an embodiment, as shown in Fig. 20, the contact 201 is provided with a stepped portion 201a, and the

spring 204 elastically abuts between the stepped portion 201a and the contact piece 205. The arrangement of the

step portion 201a, on the one hand, facilitates the abutment against the spring 204, and on the other hand, reduces

the occupied space of the contact 201 so as to reserve a corresponding space for setting the spring 204. The spring

204 can be an insulating spring, so as to avoid erroneous contact with the contact 201 and causing conductive

abnormality.

[00130] In an embodiment, the female connecting member 10 and the male connecting member 20 are provided

with respective limiting structures to limit the two in a connected state by using the limiting structures. The

limiting structure can be a limiting projection and a limiting slot which can be snapped and engaged. One of the

male connecting member 20 and the female connecting member 10 is provided with the limiting projection, and the

other of the male connecting member 20 and the female connecting member 10 is provided with the limiting slot,

wherein the limiting slot can be engaged with the limiting projection. In the following, the limiting structure will

be further explained by taking the example that the third groove of the female connecting member 10 is provided

with the limiting projection and the third boss of the male connecting member 20 is provided with the limiting slot.

[00131] Referring to Figs. 10 and 16, the female connecting member 10 includes the first groove 11, the second

groove 12, and the third groove 13. The male connecting member 20 engageable with the female connecting

member 10 includes the first boss 21, the second boss 22, and the third boss 23. Referring to Figs. 18 and 19,

when the female connecting member 10 and the male connecting member 20 are engaged with each other in use, the

first boss 2 1 is embedded in the first groove 11, the second boss 22 is embedded in the second groove 12, and the

third boss 23 is embedded in the third groove 13. At this time, the first side face 11a and the first side face 21a are

facing towards each other, the second side face 12a and the second side face 22a are facing towards each other, the

third side face 12b and the third side face 22b are facing towards each other, the fourth side face 13a and the fourth

side face 23a are facing towards each other, and the fifth side face 13b and the fifth side face 23b are facing towards

each other. Correspondingly, enough contacts can be arranged in a pair of facing side face and side face to realize

the electrical connection between the male connecting member 20 and the female connecting member 10 in order to



transmit current or data. For example, the first side face 11a and the first side face 21a are provided with contacts

in one to one correspondence, so that when the male connecting member 20 and the female connecting member 10

are engaged, the contacts 101 in the first side face 11a and the contacts 201 in the first side face 21a are contact and

connected in one-to-one correspondence, thereby realizing corresponding electrical connection. Correspondingly,

when the male connecting member 20 and the female connecting member 10 include a plurality of pairs of bosses

and grooves which can be engaged with each other, more contacts can be arranged in the above-mentioned

arrangement way to meet the requirement of large-flow data transmission, which will not be repeated here.

[00132] The limiting projection 103 and the limiting slot 203 can be arranged in a pair of facing side face and side

face, and the number of the limiting projections 103 and the limiting slots 203 can be one or two or more, which is

not limited here. Taking the female connecting member 10 and the male connecting member 20 shown in Figs. 10

and 16 as an example, the fifth side face 13b is provided with the limiting projection 103, and the fifth side face 23b

is provided with the limiting slot 203, so that when the female connecting member 10 is engaged with the male

connecting member 20, the limiting projection 103 located in the fifth side face 13b can be engaged with the

limiting slot 203 located in the fifth side face 23b, thereby limiting the relative rotation of the female connecting

member 10 and the male connecting member 20, and effectively maintaining the two in a state capable of realizing

electrical connection to transmit data or current.

[00133] Referring to Fig. 21, the present disclosure also provides a mobile terminal 100, which includes a host

terminal 120 and a display terminal 110, wherein the host terminal 120 includes a processor, a first battery and a

mainboard, and both the processor and the first battery are connected with the mainboard; the display terminal 110

includes a display screen 111 and a second battery, and the display screen 111 and the second battery are connected.

The display terminal 110 can be detachably mounted on the host terminal 120. The host terminal 120 includes a

connecting portion. The display terminal 110 includes an engaging portion that can be engaged with the

connecting portion. When the display terminal 110 is mounted in the host terminal 120, the connecting portion

engages with the engaging portion to transmit data or current between the host terminal 120 and the display screen

111

[00134] In the mobile terminal, the display terminal 110 can be detached from the host terminal 120 for use, so

that the display terminal 110 with the display screen 111 can be made thinner and lighter for hand-held use, and the

user experience can be effectively improved. It should be understood that the host terminal 120 includes a first

wireless communication unit, and the display terminal 110 includes a second wireless communication unit. In a

state where the display terminal 110 is detached from the host terminal 120, the host terminal 120 and the display

terminal 110 can be communicatively connected by the first wireless communication unit and the second wireless

communication unit, so that a user can operate the mobile terminal only by holding the display terminal 110, and the

thinner display terminal 110 can avoid fatigue of the user when the user holds the mobile terminal for a long time.

Both the first wireless communication unit and the second wireless communication unit are Bluetooth units, or

alternatively both the first wireless communication unit and the second wireless communication unit are WIFI units,

which are not limited here.

[00135] One of the connecting portion and the engaging portion is the female connecting member 10 and the other

is the male connecting member 20. In this way, more contacts can be used for large-flow data transmission, thus

improving the data transmission efficiency. It is also possible to transmit large current in this way, so that when the

display terminal 110 is installed at the host terminal 120, the first battery of the host terminal 120 can rapidly charge

the second battery, effectively prolonging the endurance of the display terminal 110 when it is detached for use.



[00136] In an embodiment, the host terminal 120 includes a second housing 120a, and the display terminal 110

includes a first housing 110a. When the display terminal 110 is engaged with the host terminal 120, the first

housing 110a can be attached to the second housing 120a; One of the female connecting member 10 and the male

connecting member 20 is disposed in the side of the second housing 120a facing the display screen 111, and the

other is disposed in the side of the first housing 110a facing the host terminal 120, so that when the display terminal

110 is engaged with the host terminal 120, the male connecting member 20 can be engaged with the female

connecting member 10 to transmit data or current between the display terminal 110 and the host terminal 120.

[00137] The technical features of the above-mentioned embodiments can be combined in any way. In order to

simplify the description, not all possible combinations of the technical features of the above-mentioned

embodiments have been described. However, as long as there is no contradiction in the combination of these

technical features, it should be considered as the scope recorded in this specification.

[00138] The above-mentioned examples only express several embodiments of the present disclosure, and their

descriptions are more specific and detailed, but they should not be construed as limiting the scope of disclosure

patents. It should be pointed out that, for those of ordinary skill in the art, several modifications and improvements

can be made without departing from the concept of the present disclosure, which are all within the scope of

protection of the present disclosure. Therefore, the scope of protection of the present disclosure patent shall be

subject to the appended claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A female connecting member (10), characterized in that the female connecting member (10) comprises a first

end face (10a), the first end face (10a) has a first groove (11), the first groove (11) is defined by a first side face (11a)

and a first bottom face (lib) encompassed by the first side face (11a), the first side face (11a) are provided with

N*M contacts (101), the contacts (101) are arranged in N rows along a depth direction (D) of the first groove (11), N

is an integer greater than or equal to 2, each row comprises M contacts (101) distributed along a circumferential

direction of the first side face (11a), and M is an integer greater than or equal to 2.

2 . The female connecting member (10) according to claim 1, wherein the first groove (11) is an annular groove.

3. The female connecting member (10) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the N*M contacts (101) are

distributed in N rows and M columns in the first side face (11a).

4 . The female connecting member (10) according to any one of claims 1-3, wherein X contacts of the M

contacts (101) located in the same row are arranged in parallel, and X is an integer greater than 1 and less than or

equal to M.

5 . The female connecting member (10) according to any one of claims 1-4, wherein a second groove (12) is

annularly disposed around the periphery of the first groove (11), and the second groove (12) is defined by a second

side face (12a), a second bottom face (12c), and a third side face (12b), wherein the second side face (12a) and the

third side face (12b) are facing towards each other and connected by the second bottom face (12c), and the second

side face (12a) and the first side face (11a) are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face (10a);

and

wherein the second side face (12a) is provided with P*Q contacts (101), wherein P is an integer greater than or

equal to 2, and Q is an integer greater than or equal to 2; or, the third side face (12b) is provided with E*F contacts

(101), wherein E is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and F is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

6 . The female connecting member (10) according to claim 5, wherein a third groove (13) is annularly disposed

around the periphery of the second groove (12), and the third groove (13) is defined by a fourth side face (13a), a

third bottom face (13c), and a fifth side face (13b), wherein the fourth side face (13a) and the fifth side face (13b)

are facing towards each other and connected by the third bottom face (13c), and the fourth side face (13a) and the

third side face (12b) are facing away from each other and connected by the first end face (10a); and

wherein the fourth side face (13a) is provided with R*S contacts (101), wherein R is an integer greater than or

equal to 2, and S is an integer greater than or equal to 2; or, the fifth side face (13b) is provided with J*K contacts

(101), wherein J is an integer greater than or equal to 2, and K is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

7. The female connecting member (10) according to any one of claims 1-6, wherein the female connecting

member (10) is provided with contact pieces (105) corresponding to the contacts (101) in the female connecting

member (10), and a spring (104) is arranged between the contact (101) in the female connecting member (10) and

the corresponding contact piece (105); when a male connecting member (20) is not engaged with the female

connecting member (10), the spring (104) drives the contact (101) in the female connecting member (10) to leave

the corresponding contact piece (105), and when the male connecting member (20) is engaged with the female

connecting member (10), the male connecting member (20) drives the contacts (101) in the female connecting

member (10) to press against the spring (104) and contact with the corresponding contact piece (105).

8. The female connecting member (10) according to claim 7, wherein the contact (101) is provided with a

stepped portion (101a), and the spring (104) elastically abuts between the stepped portion (101a) and the contact



piece (105).

9 . The female connecting member (10) according to any one of claims 1-8, wherein the depth direction (D) of

the first groove (11) is perpendicular to the first end face (10a), the first side face (11a) extends inwards from the

first end face (10a), the first side face (11a) is perpendicular to the first end face (10a), and the first bottom face (lib)

is perpendicular to the first side face (11a).

10. A male connecting member (20), characterized in that the male connecting member (20) comprises a first

bottom face (20a), the first bottom face (20a) is provided with a first boss (21), and the first boss (21) comprises a

first side face (21a) and a first top face (21b) encompassed by the first side face (21a); the first side face (21a) is

provided with N*M contacts (201), the contacts (201) are arranged in N rows along a height direction (H) of the first

boss (21), N is an integer greater than or equal to 2, each row comprises M contacts (101) distributed along a

circumferential direction of the first boss (21), and M is an integer greater than or equal to 2 .

11. The male connecting member (20) according to claim 10, wherein the first boss (21) is an annular boss.

12. The male connecting member (20) according to claim 10 or 11, wherein N*M contacts (201) are distributed

in N rows and M columns in the first side face (21a).

13. The male connecting member (20) according to any one of claims 10-12, wherein X contacts of the M

contacts (201) located in the same row are arranged in parallel, and X is an integer greater than 1 and less than or

equal to M.

14. A mobile terminal (100), characterized in that the mobile terminal (100) comprises a back shell (100a) and

the female connecting member (10) according to any one of claims 1 to 9 or the male connecting member (20)

according to any one of claims 10 to 13, and the female connecting member (10) or the male connecting member

(20) is provided in the back shell (100a).

15. The mobile terminal (100) according to claim 14, wherein the back shell (100a) comprises a flat plate

portion (100c) facing away from a display screen (100b) of the mobile terminal (100), and the female connecting

member (10) or the male connecting member (20) is disposed in the flat plate portion (100c).
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